Break down of Moorish Science Temple of America Birth Record

- Font = Andalus
  - One of the last Moorish strongholds
- Border = Green twine
  - Implies document is of a natural origin and topic
- Circle 7 top-center
  - Glyph representing the spiritual/religious scripture of the MST of A
  - Denotes the record as a religious document.
- Banner of the Moors (Red Flag with 5-pointed Green Star)
  - Symbol the unites Moors of all lands
  - Denotes the relation of the child to his/her global community of Moors
- Continental Banner of the Moors of Amexum (Red flag with cypress in upper-right hand corner)
  - Flag representing the Moors native to the lands known as North, South and Central America
  - Denotes child’s relation to his/her continental community of Moors
- Record of Live Birth surrounded on all sides
  - Protected in the first by Allah (Circle &) on both sides by nature/nationality (two flags)
- Use of “Record” vs. “Certificate”
  - Certificate connotes a transaction involving property
    - Use of certificate could be challenged as a form of fraud (it’s not) as this is used by the corporate fiction (USA)
    - Avoids any semblance of adopting practices of entity we are attempting to distinguish ourselves from
  - Record denotes a written account of something that has occurred
    - Hospital records are used to draft the certificate
    - Our use of “Record” stops the process right there.
- Space for baby’s footprint
  - Verification of child’s identity
  - Negates the need for a blood test to prove child’s identity
  - Gives issuing entity (Temple) second claim over that child’s person
- For older recipients
  - Space for photo
  - Space for right finger print (in red ink)
  - Space for blood or saliva
    - Should there be any disputes, this record can be used to assist in DNA testing.
- Witness signatures
  - Three witnesses = 1 notary
    - Alleviates need to involve state-sanctioned parties
  - One should be a presiding Sheik/Sheikess
    - Turns this record into a “baptismal” record that must be accepted in lieu of a birth certificate.
- Temple Seal
  - Signature of issuing entity